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Case Study
Supporting the International Expansion of a Leading Transport Group

RATP
RATP Group is the world’s fifth-largest provider of public transport. Operating in 14 countries, the
Group provides public transportation in every form, from buses and trams to underground and
overground rail. In Île-de-France, France’s largest region with Paris at its heart, RATP operates,
maintains, upgrades and develops one of the world’s most complex networks. Each day, more than
14 million people around the world rely on RATP for public transport.
As this global leader in public transport continues
to expand, it is increasingly opening more and more
international markets. RATP has led the way in managing
high profile projects such as the development of the
bus network in Riyadh (Saudi Arabia) or the new tram
service in Casablanca (Morocco).

RATP is made up of more than 20 specialist departments,
ranging from Information and Telecommunications to
Project Management and of course Buses and Trams.

RATP’s Global Presence
METRO

• 5 countries
• 14 lines
• No. 1 foreign operator in

		Mumbai (India)

• Only foreign operator in
		 Seoul (South Korea)
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BUS

• 8 countries
• 9,000 buses
• 1,000 buses in London
• 18 U.S states operate

		RATP buses

TRAIN

• 3 countries
• 1.1 million passengers per

		 day (RER A line in Paris)

• 80 km of lines and 10
		 stations in South Africa
• 2 train lines in Italy

TRAM

• 8 countries
• 100 km of lines in the

		Île-de-France region

• 300 km of lines in the rest
		of France
• 3rd largest transport
		 network in Europe

“RATP’s international breadth,
with suppliers, customers, projects
and employees spread across
four continents, has given rise
to a real need for international
competencies.”
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LANGUAGE SKILLS: A STRATEGIC NEED
“English today is regarded the world over as the
international language of business, the absolute
must-have that allows companies expanding
internationally to be economically competitive and
penetrate new markets.”
Guilhène Maratier-Decléty | former Director of International Relations and
Training | Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry

RATP works with customers, suppliers and employees on a broad range of projects
across four continents. This global footprint has led to a real need to develop RATP
employees’ international competency - in particular, language skills - not only to
work with each other but also with customers and other stakeholders.
Following a competitive tender process, France’s leading public transport provider
selected Learnlight in 2013 as their partner to provide language training to its staff.
Since then, Learnlight has been responsible for training more than 800 employees
from across the Group’s 20 departments.
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OBJECTIVES
The primary aim of RATP’s training strategy is to enable the
Group to export its French expertise to all four corners of the
globe. To achieve this goal, RATP employees must be able to
communicate clearly and effectively in an international context.

At the same time, it is also important to ensure that the Group’s employees can
provide support both to its international operations and to its growing number of
customers and global supply chain.

Employee Objectives
• Work and communicate effectively with colleagues, customers and

		 subcontractors worldwide

• Ensure that the RATP organizational culture is replicated in each location and
		 each language
• Increase ability to use specialist technical vocabulary in the target language
• Be able to express themselves clearly and unambiguously
• Communicate effectively by telephone and email

Training Partner Objectives
• Provide flexible and innovative solutions to RATP’s current and future training
		requirements
• Act as a trusted training partner, proactively providing advice and services to
		 meet RATP’s needs
• Tailor training to the overall objectives of each individual and the challenges
		 each delegate faces in learning a language
• Implement training programs that reflect RATP’s values: people, serving
		 the public interest, respect, professionalism for the benefit of the customer,
		 rising to challenges and openness
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CHALLENGES
RATP required a training partner who could meet
the following challenges:
• Successfully manage a large-scale language training contract
• Build robust and long-lasting relationships across the entire RATP Group
• Provide real-time data to enable RATP to measure the return on its investment
• Carry out training sessions throughout the Île-de-France region
• Develop RATP employees’ international capacity not only in English but also in
		 key languages needed in other markets, such as Portuguese, German and
		Arabic
• Provide in-country immersion training for strategic employees pre-departure to
		 English-speaking countries
• Be a genuine training partner and advisor and offer best language training
		 sector practices

Approach
• Learnlight began by focusing on absorbing the culture and values of RATP
		 to ensure an appropriate training strategy was deployed
• Learnlight’s transition team worked closely with RATP to agree on the main
		 points such as the training catalog, service levels (SLA), processes and
		reporting
• Thanks to the expertise of expert Learnlight staff and trainers,
		 we were able to design the different approaches needed to meet the
		 objectives of RATP and delegates
• Personalized training goals were drafted using a thorough needs analysis
		 methodology developed by our in-house language experts
• Training courses were provided to all employees selected by RATP
• Regular reporting to the relevant department and RATP Training staff to ensure
		 clear and transparent reporting and accurate monitoring of progress
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“Learnlight began by
focusing on absorbing the
culture and values of RATP,
to ensure an appropriate
training strategy was put in
place.”
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SOLUTIONS
1. Flexible Training Solutions
Learnlight has put in place a flexible training solution to meet RATP
requirements throughout Île-de-France providing onsite delivery at RATP offices
to minimize disruption and employee travel.

2. Comprehensive Training Solutions
Learnlight provides RATP with language training in all languages required
by the Group. The scope of languages offered includes English, Arabic, Brazilian
Portuguese, French, German, Italian and Thai.
In addition to business language training, Learnlight has also developed a
range of advanced language courses for RATP senior management, which are
supplemented by training on presentation skills, accent reduction and public
speaking.

3. Innovative Learning Solutions
RATP is a dynamic and fast-moving business. Learnlight, therefore, had to
be both proactive and creative with the solutions we proposed:
• Setting up English immersion training in London ahead of international
		 assignments for management staff in the Project Management (MOP) and
		 Social Management and Innovation (GIS) departments
• Creation of language workshops for RATP Customer Services
• Organizing eLearning and virtual learning, where these were the most
		 appropriate formats
• Organizing intensive training courses for individuals and groups
• Implementing telephone-based training
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THE RATP AND LEARNLIGHT PARTNERSHIP

1,000
20
21,600
1,000
8
10
70

RATP employees trained (and growing)

different training solutions provided across the RATP Group

hours of training supplied

training programs delivered

different languages

different training formats: immersion, intensive and on-going training;
group and individual; workshops on language and communication
skills; eLearning, virtual and face-to-face training

Learnlight trainers deployed at RATP
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		RESULTS
• Over 800 staff members trained to-date
• Efficient contract delivery and return on investment
		 for RATP
• Increased knowledge of English and other local
		 languages has enabled RATP to export its expertise
		worldwide
• Strong partnership between RATP and Learnlight
• More effective global workers
• Annual meeting between RATP Human Resources
		 Service Centre and Learnlight highlights the
		 consistently high quality of services delivered
		 regarding evaluation, implementation, monitoring
		 procedures and overall outcomes

“Learnlight was able to meet RATP’s
expectations and help the Group develop
and use the international skills of its staff.
Learnlight has become a genuine partner
for us, able to design effective training
programs that invariably respond to
RATP’s needs and requirements.”
Sylvie Quinot, Head of Training, Social Management and
Innovation Department, RATP
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LEARNLIGHT
Learnlight is an award-winning EdTech
company that provides language and soft
skills training to more than 1,000 clients and
over 100,000 learners in 150 countries.
Since our foundation, our dream has been to bridge the gap
between the disparate worlds of education and technology by
harnessing cutting-edge technology to optimize instructorled training. Our obsession was, and continues to be, to
empower talented trainers to create transformative learning
experiences because we think people are the real killer app.
Visit learnlight.com to discover more about Learnlight and our
unique range of digital, tutoring, virtual and face-to-face solutions.

CONNECT WITH US
Our social media channels help you to stay up-to-date on our latest insights,
news, views and more.
learnlight.com
www.linkedin.com/company/learnlight
www.facebook.com/learnlightgroup
@learnlight
info@learnlight.com
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